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about
COLOSSUS

Hidayatullah National Law University, located in Atal Nagar, isn’t just a Uni-
versity; it’s an emotion and all the other big words that you could use to de-
scribe a feeling of belonging. This year, perhaps for the �irst time in a very 
long time, all the students got together and stood united for a single cause- to 
make HNLU a better place. Our motto henceforth, is to try and make 

everything a notch better than how it was before. 

If you do decide to attend our �lagship event- Colossus, from February 15th 
to 17th, 2019- you’ll �inally understand the meaning behind ‘bigger and 
better.’ More events, cooler judges, bigger prizes and more dazzling pronites 
are all a part of the package this time. Explore our near 70 acre campus 
(which will be decorated specially, just for you guys) and make the most of all 
the cultural and sports events that are going to be conducted. We've got sev-

eral new games and we can't wait to show them off to all of y'all.

Let one thing be made clear to anybody reading, though: there’s no way that 
parties at HNLU can be made better. We have the best parties always. Period. 
Afterall, our previous editions have boasted of numerous pro nights with 
Coke studio, DJ Akbar Sami, Advaita, Underground Authority, just to name a 

few!

So, come on over- take a break from your hectic schedules and chill in our 
peaceful city. Reach new highs and relax, as we do all the work to make your 

stay the best experience possible.



message from the
ORGANISERS

“Rome wasn’t built in a day,” neither was Colossus. Be it a the tallest statue 
in the world (touched a nerve there, eh?) or a magni�icent fest, you have to 

lay bricks every hour to make things happen. 

It takes a lot more than just brick and mortar to build something as amazing 
as Colossus. While we can’t exactly reveal the recipe, because you know, 
family secrets, we can surely reveal a few key ingredients. Camaraderie, 
creative freedom, exciting prizes, bopping music and that mysterious little 
something in the air to get you �lying high on the festive spirit - to name a 

few.

After the recent developments in our 
University, we are delighted to 
welcome you to our home, 
one that is all inclusive, 
one that promises a 
good time, and never fails 
to deliver on that 
promise.
Rest assured, we have 
many a tricks up our 
sleeves to leave you 
spellbound!






